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When validating and verifying embedded software, test engineers face a number of difficult 
challenges. Test creation and maintenance, together with execution and coverage analysis, are 
time-intensive activities, often involving a great deal of manual work. In addition, software 
testing efforts performed late in the development stage generate expensive design rework. In 
some cases, software requirements are inadequate (or even incomplete) to meet user needs. 
Software design can be insufficiently documented, and test execution infrastructure must 
adapt to a variety of hardware targets. But by the end of the process, from a mission-critical 
standpoint, there should be no software errors in the final product.  
 
This paper presents how an integrated model-based testing solution can help test engineers 
to reduce testing costs, speed certifications, and bring their products to market faster. 
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Embedded software is used increasingly in smart devices, but imperfect code 
can be the cause of product failures. Some industry leaders claim that every 
1,000 lines of embedded software contain eight bugs. To manage this quality 
risk, as well as meet tighter standards for software certification and shorter 
development cycles, embedded software engineers need to leverage the best 
software testing tools and certified code generators.

The ANSYS solution is a model-based embedded software development and 
simulation environment with a built-in automatic code generator to acceler-
ate projects. Part of the suite is ANSYS® SCADE® Test, which offers a com-
plete testing environment for requirements validation along with test-case 
creation and management. Users can automate test-case execution on both 
host and target, measure coverage and manage test results for any SCADE ap-
plication. The solution is proven to help reduce development time and costs, 
risk and time-to-market.

A Complete Testing Environment 
Test engineers using SCADE Test for verification and validation (V&V) activi-
ties benefit from best-in-class technology in both a model-based approach 
and a cost-effective testing environment, allowing them to significantly 
reduce testing efforts. The complete interactive testing environment easily 
enables prototyping and validation via graphical widgets; model test execu-
tion, reporting of model coverage ressults and test translation for hard-
ware targets are automated. Test report generation is DO-178C TQL-5 Tool 
(DO178B verification tool) qualified.

  

The Internet of Things and the abundance
of smart applications have significantly
increased the need for embedded
software. For example:

Nearly 400,000 software and system
engineers work in the oil and gas industry.

In the energy and nuclear sectors,
software-based instrumentation and
controls have become state of the art.

The aerospace industry has witnessed a
500 percent increase in source lines of
code over the past decade.

There are 10 million software lines of code
in modern vehicles.
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Requirements Validation 
One of the best ways to validate requirements is to build early prototypes 
that illustrate the final product behavior. ANSYS software provides an ef-
ficient environment for validating requirements and creating requirements-
based test suites. SCADE Test’s Rapid Prototyper improves the requirements 
validation process with powerful, easy-to-design interactive graphical 
panels, which you can share with suppliers, managers, customers and other 
stakeholders. To build the graphical panels, you assemble Prototyper wid-
gets from a predefined library to interact with the application under test. The 
extensible library includes buttons, knobs, sliders, list boxes, radio buttons, 
text, numerical entry boxes, graphs, LEDs, counters and signal generators as 
well as next-generation human/machine interface (HMI) concepts for gesture 
recognition and animation. You can even customize or augment the widget 
library.

SCADE Test automatically generates stand-alone applications that are por-
table and run on any Windows®, Android™ or iOS mobile platform, with no 
run fee. The software supports graphical interface testing as well: You can 
prototype the complete application with a representative graphical interface 
for ease in validating requirements.

To go a step further in virtual system testing, you can connect Rapid Proto-
typer panels to ANSYS® Simplorer™, a platform for modeling, simulating and 
analyzing virtual system prototypes that represent the physical environment 
(or plant model) the software will interact with.  This enables you to drive 
multiphysics simulation sessions in a more comfortable and interactive 
fashion. The connection is performed using the FMI co-simulation standard, 
which enables connections to other FMI-compliant tools representing the 
plant model.

Requirements-Based Test Creation and Management 
SCADE Test provides tools for efficiently creating and managing require-
ments-based test cases. Its model-based testing language incorporates four 
distinctive key characteristics that work to improve efficiency: 

• Modular — allowing dedicated initialization or preamble sequences as well 
  as re-useable test scenarios in test procedures

• Readable — offering both tabular and textual formats, which eases test  
   reviews 

• Capabilities for powerful expected-results checking — including invariant 
   checking and accuracy tolerance customization (per data or data types)

• Independent from the SCADE model implementation — with alias tables for 
  associating requirements names to implementation names; reduces expen
  sive rework for interface changes and facilitates test data maintenance

ANSYS SCADE Test Workflow 
SCADE Test is part of the ANSYS embedded software family 
designed to accelerate systems engineering. Once system and 
subsequent software requirements are determined, the engineer 
accesses SCADE Test’s software verification and validation tools, 
including requirements validation and test authoring/manage-
ment, to ensure that the final implementation will fulfill require-
ments. Once the software design is developed, Test tools enable 
executing tests on host along with model and code-coverage 
analysis, exercising all the model. When testing confirms that the 
software design is acceptable, code is generated and tested on 
the target. Ultimately, SCADE Test helps to detect and eliminate 
embedded code errors early in the design process, when the cost 
of fixing them is minimal.

With SCADE Test’s Rapid Prototyper, engineers can quickly build 
interactive graphical panels relevant to a wide variety of applica-
tions for debug and simulation sessions. 
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Test Execution on Host 
SCADE Test’s user interface arms test engineers with automated tools to eas-
ily create and manage test data, set up and launch test execution, and obtain 
summarized and detailed test execution reports. 

When used early in development, this model-based execution engine verifies 
that your SCADE-created model complies with the defined software require-
ments. It also checks model accuracy and consistency, verifiability and 
algorithm correctness.

When you execute software requirements-based tests on the host, SCADE 
Test allows you to compare the expected results to the actual test results. 

The SCADE Test Environment for Host module automatically generates a 
compliance testing report that lists pass/fail results — especially important 
for speeding up error correction — along with hyperlinks to test scenarios, 
whose details can help to localize and understand issues. A built-in API al-
lows you to customize test-result post-processing. All testing capabilities can 
be run in batch mode, enabling automated overnight runs that help speed the 
development process.

Medel and code Coverage Analysis
Once you’ve run your test cases and checked that all have passed — mean-
ing that the software behaves correctly — you generally have to answer 
this question: Have I have made enough test cases and caught all existing 
errors?

Model-level and code-level coverage are the best ways to measure whether 
the set of test cases you created covers the whole model according to a 
defined criterion. 

The Model Coverage module extends the development of SCADE applica-
tions with coverage measurement of models and generated code relying on 
a high-level requirements-based test suite. Once test cases are created and 
executed on the host, the Environment for Host coupled with SCADE Test 
Model Coverage provides the capability to measure the model coverage of 
test cases.

Model-level coverage analysis can show how thoroughly the SCADE design 
model has been tested by software requirements-based tests. The analysis 
pinpoints each test case’s role in covering the SCADE model, especially 
valuable in efficiently correcting errors in the software design. Resolution 
enables correction or justification for all uncovered parts, pinpointing any 
shortcomings in requirements-based test procedures, software require-
ments inadequacies, dead software parts (model or code level) and “de-
activated” software parts (model or code level).

SCADE Test’s intuitive graphical user interface helps you to ef-
ficiently manage test cases and test results. 

Test execution on host report comparing expected results with 
actual results. SCADE enables efficient detection of design errors 
while ensuring 100 percent confidence in software test suites.
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Test Execution on Target 
With SCADE software, the testing flow from host to target is seamless. 
Because embedded software can be used in a wide variety of applications, 
test execution infrastructure must adapt to a range of hardware targets. 
ANSYS partners with a number of vendors to ensure that SCADE Test tools 
run tests efficiently on any target. The SCADE Test Target Execution module 
automates generation of target test harnesses for COTS tools (IBM Ratio-
nal® Test RealTime, LDRA TestBed® and Vector Software VectorCAST™). 
The SCADE toolset translates model test cases into test harnesses. Harness 
generation is customizable for integration into any in-house or COTS target 
test infrastructure. 

Qualification 
The ANSYS Test toolset complies with industry standards that apply across 
the board.

Tool qualification written in DO-178C, 12.2 states: “Qualification of a tool is 
needed when processes of this document are eliminated, reduced, or auto-
mated by the use of a software tool without its output being verified.” 

For test management, several capabilities of SCADE Test have been quali-
fied according to DO-178C/DO-330 in an effort to streamline the user’s 
verification process:

• The Test Execution Engine is qualified as a DO-330 TQL-5 tool, which en
   sures the correct execution of SCADE model-based tests on host.

• The Conformance Report Generator is qualified as a DO-330 TQL-5 tool, 
   ensuring accurate comparison of actual test results and expected results 
   on host. 

• The Test Harness Generator is qualified as DO-330 TQL-5 tool, which certi
   fies the correct translation of model test cases to target test harnesses. 

• SCADE Test Model Coverage is qualified as a DO-178C/DO-330 TQL-5 tool, 
   guaranteeing the correct measurement of SCADE model coverage and 
   generated code coverage.

Model coverage analysis using SCADE Test Model Coverage 
module. The module provides a dedicated user interface inte-
grated within the SCADE Test environment. 

Model-level coverage measures:
• Decision structure (control flow, state machines, selection;  
  decision coverage; modified condition/decision coverage)
• Control and data coupling coverage

Code-level coverage measures:
• Entry/exit points coverage
• Decision coverage
• Modified condition/decision coverage

SCADE Test Model Coverage gives users the capability to merge 
results, supporting model-based testing methodology. It also 
enables automatic synthesis report generation for both model 
and code coverage, since the report gathers all configuration 
elements (SCADE model, test scenarios, test and coverage 
results).
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If you’ve ever seen a rocket launch, flown on an airplane, driven a car, used a 
computer, touched a mobile device, crossed a bridge or put on wearable technol-
ogy, chances are you’ve used a product where ANSYS software played a critical 
role in its creation. ANSYS is the global leader in engineering simulation. We help 
the world’s most innovative companies deliver radically better products to their 
customers. By offering the best and broadest portfolio of engineering simulation 
software, we help them solve the most complex design challenges and engineer 
products limited only by imagination. Visit www.ansys.com for more information.
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Summary 
The process of test execution and results analysis is rife with manual activi-
ties. To help reduce some of this effort and shorten the development cycle, 
ANSYS SCADE Test incorporates built-in automated test execution, test 
results checking and reporting, and model and code coverage analysis. Its 
dedicated user interface eases test case creation and management with an 
appropriate test language.

Aimed at reducing late-stage (and expensive) design work, Test’s interac-
tive graphical panels support early-on requirements validation. Automated 
test execution on SCADE models provides accurate model coverage mea-
surement. 

When software requirements are incomplete or inadequate, SCADE Test’s 
capability for stand-alone applications allows the extended development 
team to assess requirements. Its graphical interface tool enables up-front 
prototyping for requirement validation. When software design is insuffi-
ciently documented, the automatic and customizable reporting capability is 
key to saving time and keeping documents up to date. 

The Model Code Coverage feature helps to reduce errors and ensure that 
your testing effort is adequate. Test engineers leverage it to detect unin-
tended functions in the model or identify errors while completing the set of 
test cases. 

SCADE handles the variety of test hardware targets with ease. The software 
provides seamless flow from one to the other, and the interface driver en-
ables adaptation to custom-made test infrastructures. 
The ANSYS SCADE Test complete testing environment can help your or-
ganization software engineers to manage quality risk, meet certification 
standards and shorten development cycles.

SCADE Test tames the challenges associated with V&V through-
out the entire process, from requirements validation through 
test execution on target — providing cost savings and shorter 
development time. 

The DO-178C, 12.2 standard states; “Qualification 
of a tool is needed when processes of this document 
are eliminated, reduced or automated by the use of a 
software tool without its output being verified.”


